Terms of publication dates in journal “Construction of Unique Buildings and Structures”
1. Preparation of article for the publication in the journal begins with the moment of giving author of article
in e-Edition system with the indication of journal “Construction of Unique Buildings and Structures”.
Papers are accepted only by e-Edition system of St. Petersburg State University’s journals: URL:
journals.spbstu.ru
1.1.

If article moves in “Construction of Unique Builaings and Strucutres” by its transfer from e-Edition of any other
journal entering into the list of journals.spbstu.ru, included in e-Edition, moment of submission of article is
considered a consent of authors to the publication in “Construction of Unique Buildings and Strutures”.

2. Editor of the journals is obliged to appoint the technical reviewer of your article during a day of article’s
submssion. Schedule of the editorial board is presented here: Mon-Fri with 8-00 till 20-00.
3. Technical review time for drawing up one review is 5 working days to reviewer from moment of receiving
by it a task for technical review.
3.1.

If the author after getting a first technical review load article repeatedly and di dn't correct all remarks, the
technical reviewer acquires again the right to drawing up the technical review within 5 working days

4. In case article passes technical reviewing without completions or with insignificant completions, it is
transferred to scientific reviewer. Scientific review time is 14 days to reviewer.
4.1.

The author can submit a sided scientific review, thus, having excluded a s tage of scientific reviewing in
electronic edition. A sided scientific review can be made by the reviewer, whose scientific degree isn't lower
than the Doctor of Sciences and the rank isn't lower than the professor. The review has to be printing, assured
of the organization in which the scientific reviewer works.

5. If article passes scientific reviewing successfully, editors define number of journal in which article will be
issued, and notify on t he decision of authors. Then stage begins "coordination of articles’ layout". The
coordination time is 5 working days from the moment of obtaining article with the positive scientific review.
6. There comes the stage "article coordination" after sending the model of article to authors. At this stage
authors can bring last editings within 3 working days.
6.1.

After the approval of article by the author any changes in the text of article, information on authors,
summaries, lists of references are forbidden. The exception makes the indication of pages.

7. Coordinated article publishes on the unistroy.spb.ru website in number specified earlier (see item 5).
Further the release marking in Russian Citation Index (eLibrary.ru) for 2 working days is made. Release
of number will be displayed in Russian Citation Index in a week after publication on journal website.
8. News about the publication of article and about its display in Russian Citation Index eLibrary.ru has to be
sent by editors of the journal in comments under article in e-Edition journals.spbstu.ru.

Notes:
А. In case of delay by author of article’s promotion in e-Edition after item 5 passing for 1 week, article is
automatically moves in the following number.
Б. In case of author’s inaction when promotion of article to publication on any of preparation stages stop
within two weeks, author receives precautionary letter by e-mail. If author doesn't answer the editor within 5
working days, article will be deleted from e-Edition. There is no restoration on a certain stage of preparation
for publication in case of giving by author of such article for a second time. At this rate preparation begins
anew with item 1 of the present regulations.
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The general information for authors
On the chart presented minimum and maximum terms of the publication articles depending on edi torial
office of "Construction of Unique Buildings and Structures" journal.
As a r esult, time of preparation of article can borrow from 10 w orking days to 27 at full compliance to
technical requirements of "Construction Unique Building and Structures" journal.

This terms of publication dates is valid from
07.11.2013. The terms corrected 30.05.2014

